
  

 

Abstract—This work provides an insight into John Stacey 

Adam’s Equity Theory, Richard C. Huseman et al.’s Equity 

Sensitive Construct Theory and suggests three main 

motivational behaviours for the development of a IPTV 

platform (Kaltura) based on Free and open Source 

Software-benevolent (the giver), equity sensitive (the neutral) 

and entitled (the taker). In that, it suggests the Equity Sensitive 

Construct Theory as the major theoretical concept for 

individuals’ motivation to take part in Free and Open Source 

Software projects. The Equity Sensitive Construct Theory 

directly correlates to Adam’s Equity Theory and campaigns 

that a person behave oneself homogeneously, yet individually in 

contrasting ways to an apparent equity/inequity —since there 

are three different classes of individual preferences. This paper 

suggests that it is well possible to relate psychological models to 

describe how a group of people or an individual is driven to 

complete a task: different academics have gathered very good 

examples that have been verified empirically. However, in the 

example of the F/OSS movement, this writing considers the 

motivations of the collaborators as secondary. The primary 

reason is that the organisations are taking advantage of new 

technologies to acquire cheap / free labour. 

 
Index Terms—IPTV, Kaltura, equity theory, sensitive 

construct theory, free and open source software. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

This paper is an effort to assimilate the theoretical 

framework provided by the Sensitive Construct Theory [1] 

and thus determine a potential model for the question of what 

drives a person to collaborate with the F/OSS community. 

This writing will discuss the major concepts of the Equity and 

Sensitive Construct Theory [1]. It will present the notions of 

input and outcomes, the reference others, the equity 

evaluation and the reactions to inequity. The Sensitive 

Construct Theory [1] is the basis of the argument of three 

major F/OSS contributors as opposed to Sharon Belezon and 

Mark Schankerman [2] suggestion of four main contributors. 

Thus, it indents to evaluate motivations that have driven 

innovation in Free and Open Source Software by using the 

Sensitive Construct Theory [1] in the We Live Hackney 

Television (WLH TV) Project. The WLH TV was an 

academic project and consisted of the creation of an 

interactive platform for the Borough of Hackney. 

The form of this paper is an extended literature review and 

based upon a series of publications about cognitive 
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psychology and new forms of the reorganisation of 

production. After the analyses of literature, the findings were 

related to the case study Kaltura. The Kaltura case study is an 

example of a practical work and contribution to the Free and 

Open Source movement. This paper is an interpretation of 

theoretical ideas combined with the real world context of an 

IPTV platform based upon Free and Open Source software. 

 

II. EQUITY THEORY 

What is it that incentivises human beings to accomplish a 

particular task? This deceptively simple looking question is 

capable of provoking great debate and some rather complex 

answers. Thankfully, due to the intense efforts of scholars 

from various branches of psychology seeking to understand 

what the dynamics of motivation are, we now have a 

much-improved understanding of this subject. The Equity 

Theory [3], [4] is one among many established theories that 

looks to explain how human beings are motivated to 

accomplish a particular task. John Stacey Adam, a workplace 

and behavioural psychologist, developed the Equity Theory 

of motivation in the early 1960s, drawing inspiration from 

Leon Festinger‘s seminal 1957 theory of cognitive 

dissonance. In the context of the present paper, the theory 

will help us to understand how material rewards, such as 

money alone, is not the only factor motivating the individual. 

Adam's theory put forward five basic ideas: 1) that people 

hold beliefs about their ‗inputs' and ‗outcomes‘; 2) that 

people compare themselves to a referent other; 3) that people 

form beliefs about the ‗inputs‘ and ‗outcomes‘ of others; 4) 

that people compare their input/outcome ratios with the ratios 

of others; 5) and finally, that the perceptions of inequity 

among individual motivates behaviour to restore equity. 

 

III. SENSITIVE CONSTRCUT THEORY 

The Equity Sensitive Construct Theory [1] is directly 

associated to Adam‘s Equity Theory [3], [4] and advocates 

that a person conducts him or herself homogeneously, yet 

individually in contrasting fashions to perceived 

equity/inequity, since there are three different classes of 

indivdual preferences, defined as Benevolent, Equity 

Sensitive or Entitled. Huseman et al. describe the three in the 

following terms: ―(a) Benevolent, those who prefer their 

outcome/input ratios to be less than the outcome/input ratio 

of the comparison other; (b) Equity Sensitive, those who, 

conforming to the traditional norm of equity, prefer their 

outcome/input ratios to equal those of comparison others; (c) 

Entitled, those who prefer their outcome/input ratios to 

exceed the comparison other‘s [3], [4]. 
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IV. INPUTS AND OUTCOMES 

It boils down to the simple insight that equity is a social 

contract consisting of two focal points: inputs and outcomes. 

What a person contributes to the equation is their ‗input‘, and 

a contribution is only recognised as such if he or she thinks it 

is of relevance [4]. Judged by these criteria, there are 

differences in the employment environment of a knowledge 

digital worker in comparison to a more traditional type of 

work.  

Regardless of this fact, Richard Barbrook suggests that 

there is not a major difference between both types of work 

when it comes to ‗outcomes‘ and ‗inputs‘. Barbrook defines 

the ‗outcomes‘ and ‗inputs‘ of a digital artisan as follows: 

―We create virtual artifacts for money and for fun. We 

work both in the money-commodity economy and in the gift 

economy of the Net. When we take a contract, we are happy 

to earn enough to pay for our necessities and luxuries 

through our labour as digital artisans. 

At the same time, we also enjoy exercising our abilities for 

our own amusement and for the wider community. Whether 

working for money or for fun, we always take pride in our 

craft skills. We take pleasure in pushing the cultural and 

technical limits as far forward as possible. 

We are the pioneers of the modern.‖ [5]. 

Chris Anderson defined the ‗inputs‘ and ‗outcomes‘ in a 

more corporative terms: ―Maintaining one Linux server 

might be harder than its equivalent Microsoft counterpart, but 

if you‘re going to deploy hundreds of thousands, learning the 

quirks of Linux one could save a huge amount of money 

down the road [6]. 

 

V. REFERENCE OTHERS 

The perception of inequity is based upon a comparison of 

an individual‘s ratio with someone else‘s ratio, the so- called 

‗reference other‘. The source of reference can be a family 

member, an institution or group. However, it should be noted 

that Adam‘s definition of equity was a bit ambiguous, with 

regards to the ways in which the 'reference other‘ is chosen, 

but a considerable amount of follow-up work by other 

researchers has helped to break down and Skills, Intelligence, 

Training, Seniority, Effort, Education, Experience and Age 

Financial Reward, Status, Intrinsic Rewards, Benefits, 

Working and Conditions Inputs ‗Outcomes‘ clarify this 

definition [7]. Carol T. Kulik and Maureen L. Ambrose are 

notable here for proposing a framework for establishing the 

availability, validity and relevance of the ‗reference other‘ 

[8]. 

Drawing again on the terminology and conceptual 

framework of equity theory, whom or what are the F/OSS 

community comparing themselves with in terms of 'reference 

others' or 'reference groups'? As a first example, Richard 

Stallman and his colleagues, working in 1979 at the Artificial 

Intelligence department at MIT, experienced paper-jams with 

their state-ofthe- art laser printer, which had been generously 

provided by Xerox. 

They wanted to tackle the problem the same way they 

always tackled problems – by experimenting and modifying 

the package in order to improve the codes. But Xerox refused 

to make available the code of the printer software. Stallman 

became distressed and displeased [9]. Equity theory shows 

that in certain cases the ‗reference other‘ may indeed be an 

earlier instance of the individual himself in a previous 

situation [3]. 

Anderson points out that the engineers of the Microsoft 

corporation, referring to the Linux operating system, advised 

the management that ―Linux represented a long-term 

competitive threat to Microsoft‘s core business model and 

[argued] that the company had to mount a more credible 

response.‖ [6]. The Microsoft example is what Goodman 

would describe as structural factors concerning the 

availability of information. It is linked to what Kulik and 

Ambrose interpreted as the human‘s inclination to compare 

their own standing with a person they have information on, or 

someone considered alike [8]. Eric Raymond, sums up the 

tensions apparent in the above examples by way of metaphor: 

―I discuss these theories in terms of two fundamentally 

different development styles, the ―cathedral‖ model of most 

of the commercial world versus the ―bazaar‖ model of the 

Linux world.‖ [10].  

The availability of information in this regard may be 

restricted either as a result of structural or individual factors. 

The availability of information can be influenced by 

individual parameters such as the person‘s natural inclination 

to look for information about the ‗reference other‘ in their 

surroundings. The importance of the appropriate referent lies 

in the capacity of the referent to fulfill the requirements 

needed for comparison [7]. Perception of equity is rooted, we 

learn, in human perceptions of what exists, despite the fact 

that these perceptions may not be strictly in accordance with 

reality. 

 

VI. PERCEPTIONS AND REACTIONS  

The perception of inequity/equity is inherent, for example, 

in the Free Software Definition. There are no laws besides the 

community's own ethical values prohibiting the selling an 

F/OSS package you have not contributed to. This is an 

example of over- payment. Again, perception of 

inequity/equity is not the same for everyone - ‗outcomes‘ do 

not have the same value for everybody. It is certainly possible 

that the community that developed the codes is not after 

financial reward but rather after recognition, fun or other 

‗outcomes‘, or the person who put the business plan together 

might well think that he has made a fair contribution to the 

project. In this case, the equilibrium between the perceived 

inequity/equity would be balanced again. 

Second, the simple act of downloading Ubuntu, for 

instance, is also an over-payment when compared with the 

‗input‘ of someone who actually contributed to the project. 

Although, there are also different ways to contribute back to 

the community. Yet, according to Adam, inequity is not only 

perceived when a person feels under-benefited, but also when 

he or she feels over-benefited [4]. Nevertheless, the threshold 

for under-reward is lower than for over-reward [11]. 

Provided he or she receives more than the ‗reference other or 

group‘ it can result in feelings of guilt, and he or she will try 

to get the balance right again. According to Goodman and 

Friedman, there is some evidence that over-rewarded 

subjects are more likely to produce higher quality and fewer 

units, to bring into balance their inputs and outcomes, and 
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thus reduce their feelings of guilt [11]. 

The harvest of inequity is tension. Adam says there are two 

ways to restore equity: behavioural and cognitive [4]. For 

instance, he or she will decrease/ increase ‗inputs‘ or 

‗outcomes‘ or decrease/increase company ‗inputs ‗outcomes‘ 

based upon his or her perception. To provide adequate 

context for the next example it is necessary to get to the 

bottom of the history first. The beginning of the 80s was a 

time when programmers‘ skills were highly in demand. 

Accordingly, most hackers at the AI Lab of MIT joined the 

private sector. Until that time, computer programs were 

based on the general knowledge of their users. When the AI 

Lab acquired a PDP-10 Computer in 1982, the management 

decided to use Digital‘s non-free timesharing system instead 

of ITS and build their own operating system (i.e. ITS) [12]. 

Thus, Stallman had three options left due to his ethical views: 

follow his colleagues into the private sector, quit 

programming or resign his job and start working on an 

operating system in order to have the community of 

cooperating hackers back on track again [12]. His decision 

was to quit his job at the AI Lab and to start working on the 

GNU project and the rest is history. Adam‘s equity theory has 

definite relevance here, particularly his arguments relating to 

the idea that the harvest of inequity is tension. Tension, he 

said, will result in an action to restore balance. But where 

inequity is perceived to be beyond balancing, the individual 

may quit their position and look for equity elsewhere – in a 

different organisation, for example [4]. Stallman's example 

clearly embodies this predicament. 

The simple act of downloading software could be an 

instance of over-payment. In this particular example, there 

are many ways to restore balance. First, the donation of 

money – many F/OSS projects accept donation. Second, by 

taking a different role in the F/OSS project, testing, 

documentation or for example, by freeing up your server and 

allowing other users to have access to the software. It is a 

well-known practice to share an already downloaded file in a 

peer-to peer infrastructure in order to take the load off the 

Ubuntu web servers. 

In 1998 when Netscape communicated its resolution to 

open its crown jewels (codes), a group of F/OSS community 

frontrunners, which included Linus Torvalds, Eric Raymond 

and Tim O‘Reilly had a meeting with Netscape at the 

Mountain View campus. The meeting was about how to 

protect Netscape‘s business partners' interests while opening 

its browser‘s source code. Since Netscape integrated third 

party codes in their browser there was the need for an 

alternative condition within the GNU General Public License. 

One major problem within the GPL is that it is viral. This has 

implications: ―When applied to an original piece of code, any 

other code with which the original is compiled must also be 

covered under the GPL.‖ [13].  

This point was the biggest challenge confronting the 

project since it was critical for the long- term sustainability 

and aspirations of the open source development movement 

[13]. After months of discussion, the F/OSS experts along 

with Netscape‘s management decided to publish the so-called 

Netscape Public License (NPL). In terms of equity theory, 

Netscape's compromise was an example of changing 

‗outcomes‘ to restore balance between the two groups 

involved. In other words, Netscape had to come up with a 

product/solution of a higher quality (a fairer 'outcome') to 

restore equity with the ‗reference other's‘ input. These for 

instance were three examples are behavioural action. 

Microsoft provides a good example of a 'cognitive action'. 

The company knew of the existence of Linux from the 

beginning, but it was only after the Linux World Summit in 

2002 that program manager Peter Houston from Microsoft 

declared the ‗engage Linux credibility‘ strategy. The 

Microsoft management since the late 1990s had rejected 

Linux. According to Anderson, it was seen ―as just another 

gnat on its hide; not serious enough to cause a shift in strategy. 

Second, in 2001, a journalist asked Steve Ballmer, a high 

ranked executive at Microsoft, the following question: ―Do 

you view Linux and the open-source movement as a threat to 

Microsoft?‖ His answer was: ―Yeah. It's good competition [...] 

Open source is not available to commercial companies. The 

way the license is written, if you use any open source 

software, you have to make the rest of your software open 

source [...] Linux is a cancer that attaches itself in an 

intellectual property sense to everything it touches. That's the 

way that the license works.‖ [6]. We will recall that Adam 

discussed cognitive restoration as the act of distorting reality. 

Cognitive process is the action of creating an argument for 

the inequity to make it feel balanced again by firstly deviating 

the perceptions of ‗inputs‘ or ‗outcomes‘. Secondly, by 

changing the ‗comparative other or any arrangement that 

facilitated the re-framing of the situation. [4]. 

 

VII. KALTURA CASE STUDY 

Kaltura is the world‘s first and only Open Source Online 

Video Platform. Kaltura is file management software used by 

various major broadcasters to distribute media via the 

Internet. Kaltura enables flexible video solutions and offers 

diverse modules for web-site improvement, web-services and 

advanced video functionalities. Kaltura pitches two 

configurations. Firstly, the Kaltura CE is a free community 

version. Secondly, Kaltura SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) is a 

paid version. The We Live Hackney Television (WLH TV) 

was an academic project and consisted of the creation of an 

interactive platform, an IPTV channel, for the Borough of 

Hackney basic upon the Kaltura CE. This platform would 

serve as an alternative distribution channel for local and 

international artists. A white frame - a space - where artists 

could exhibit their practice. Through an evaluation of the 

Kaltura platform in the We Live Hackney Television (WLH 

TV) project and considering Belezon and Schankerman 

model, the WLH TV associates have to place their selves 

within the hobbyist category. 

In 2005 Belezon and Schankerman have suggested four 

categories for F/OSS contributors. First, Raymond (2001) 

suggested the ‗ideologist‘. Lerner and Schankerman (2000, 

2001) and J. Johnson (2002, 2004) explored the influence of 

financial reward as an incentive for some developers. Third, 

in 2003 Lakhani and Eric von Hippel considered reciprocal 

cooperation on later projects. Finally, in 2006 Shah explored 

the notion of the hobbyist developers [2]. These scholarly 

works provide us with insight into the different levels of 

intrinsic and extrinsic motivation operating upon developers. 

Although these studies have shown proof for a variety of 

motivations, they all presented two crucial limitations. First, 
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in 2003 Haruvy et al. and Hertel et al. pointed out that they 

are all based on a relatively limited amount of samples of 

F/OSS project contributors. Second, the studies in question 

only considered what programmers said their motivations 

were, with no back-up check for the announced preferences 

[2]. This essay agrees with the above statements in support of 

four main contributors by Belezon and Schankerman [2]. 

However, this paper will suggest three instead of four main 

contributors. It will apply the Sensitive Construct Theory to 

illustrate the three different contributors. 

During two years the WLH TV associates have been so 

convinced of Kaltura that they have not stopped advertising it. 

During Symposiums in the London South Bank University, 

they tried to influence all other students by telling them how 

efficient Kaltura can be. They offered support by the 

acquisition of Kaltura and were more than happy to support 

anyone taking up the challenge of installing Kaltura. 

However, They did that out of their own conviction. 

Consequently, they were hobbyist and ideologist at the same 

time. Nevertheless, if they had the opportunity to make 

money out of Kaltura they would have done so. Additionally, 

they would have liked to receive reciprocal cooperation for 

their help if appropriate. This was an example how things can 

be diffused when applying Belezon and Schankerman 

arguments. 

Taking the WLH TV project as example, they would be in 

one person four different kinds of contributors. Thus, it is 

important to make clear that It is possible that all contributors 

depicted by Belezon and Schankerman are potentially 

motivated by the same reasons that motivate the Benevolent, 

the Sensitive Construct or the Entitled contributors. 

Therefore, this writing argues they are rather complementary 

definitions. So, let us draw together again the sensitive 

construct theory and exemplify these protagonists in the 

Kaltura models. Firstly, the Benevolent is devoted to the 

welfare of others; they give while considering little in return 

this writing argues here that by using the Sensitive Construct 

Theory things get more defined and less diffused. Let us use 

the same example in order to justify this paper‘s arguments 

and we will begin with the need to help others to acquire 

Kaltura. The WLH TV associates had the need to help out 

other students with the installation of Kaltura out of pure 

brotherly love and ideology. However, if they would have 

helped for financial reward or for reciprocal collaboration 

they could impossibly be a benevolent. Therefore, they 

would belong to different gender of collaborator. So, a 

Benevolent is a contributor. They are gratified from the 

conceit that their outcome/input ratios are lower than the 

‗comparison other‘. Hence, they feel distress when their 

ratios of ‗outcomes‘ and ‗inputs‘ are equal or when their 

ratios are greater than the ‗comparison other‘.  

Considering the Equity Sensitive Theory, the WLH TV 

associates had to make sure that their inputs and outcomes 

were balanced when compared to the inputs and outcomes of 

the Kaltura community. Therefore, they published the codes 

on the Kaltura community forum. It has to be admitted that 

when it comes to the Equity Sensitive Theory, it becomes 

more problematic to question Belezon and Schankerman 

arguments. Firstly, the ideologist has a moral commitment to 

publish the codes, because only if he is an active collaborator 

will Kaltura (F/OSS community) flourish. Secondly, It is 

more than plausible to ask for money for F/OSS source codes; 

it is explicitly in the philosophy of the F/OSS that it means 

Free as in Freedom—not free of charge. The balance is 

achieved again once the codes are of high quality, with no 

bugs. In the case of the Reciprocal Collaborator, he or she 

have received help in a previous project and now it is time to 

equal the balance. Finally, the Hobbyist wants to publish the 

codes in order to give other users the access to the codes he 

used—he profited from the free codes and now in order to 

restore the balance he is passing on the same codes.  

Finally, Greenberg and Westcott characterised Entitleds as 

people embodying an elevated peak of feeling indebted. Thus, 

Entitleds are receivers; they feel no guilt when receiving 

more than the ‗comparison other‘ and feel distress when they 

are not getting the better deal [4]. First of all, it is important to 

mention that the following example is an assumption and 

WLH TV associates had no access to the director‘s board of 

Kaltura to prove their accusation. Nevertheless, they want to 

characterise the behaviour of Kaltura‘s management in 

regards to the entitlement of their codes documentation. 

Although Kaltura management have profited from the 

communities‘ contribution for the development of the 

Kaltura platform, they have no interest in helping the end user 

to get the best from Kaltura CE. Thus, they are more 

interested in selling the Kaltura SaaS configuration. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

This writing has suggested the Sensitive Construct Theory 

that opts for three different motivational modes—benevolent 

(giver), sensitive (neutral) and entitled (taker). However, this 

conclusion is based upon an extended review of J. S. Adam‘s 

[3], [4] and Huseman‘s et al‘s [1] literature. It argues that 

there are many other possible ways to define these 

motivational behaviours and it depends entirely on the 

theoretical approach used. The Kaltura case study showed 

that Kaltura as the codes organiser, should show more 

consideration to their labour force—the users. Kaltura has the 

capability to suggest a collection of working codes, e.g. 

Kaltura SaaS. Thus, it would be a matter of balancing out 

their inputs and outcomes in comparison to the inputs and 

outcomes of the Kaltura community consumers. Therefore, 

this paper suggests Kaltura as Entitleds (the takers) as they 

are after the better deal.  

Again, I reason that following the analysis of this paper, it 

is possible to apply psychological theories to explain how a 

group of people or an individual is motivated to accomplish a 

particular task: different researchers have come up with very 

good models that have been proved empirically. However, in 

the example of the F/OSS movement, I believe that the 

motivations of the contributors are secondary. The primary 

reason is that the organisations are taking advantage of new 

technologies to acquire cheap / free labour. As with many of 

these new theoretical ideas related to new technologies most 

of them are based on the old system with new structures. The 

world has not been totally reinvented - some structures will 

potentially change however the system will remain the same. 

This writing focused mainly on the motivation of 

individuals rather than motivation on an organisational level. 

Further thoughts would be worthwhile in order to develop a 

potential theoretical framework for organisations by using 
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the Sensitive Construct theory.
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